
Wall hinged rope frame
15720AXXXX

Details
Wall hinged rope frames are fantastically useful pieces of PE equipment to incorporate in a curriculum.
Continental's epoxy powder coated heavy gauge steel frame produces a very strong and stable unit.

A single overhead cable and locking system combined with substantial floor shoot-bolts lock the frame into its
working position.

Radiators and windows can be spanned without difficulty.

Available in two sizes:

Keystage 1 & 2 - 3m (10') high x 3m (10') wide
Keystage 3 & 4 - 3.66m (12') wide x 3.66m (12') high

We recommend a maximum of four suspension points for accessories on the 3m unit and five on the 3.66m
unit. These can be chosen from any combination of:

Climbing ropes (9cm and 11.5cm circumference)
Knotted ropes (9cm and 11.5cm circumference)
Trapeze
Handrings
Linked rings
Rope ladder
Interchangeable handrings / trapeze

Please note, the ropes on this frame are designed for climbing and not swinging.

This item requires a wall fixed tension clamp which is installed as standard on a timber patress. A padded
tension clamp cover is available at additional cost.

The price shown for this items is WITHOUT ACCESSORIES (i.e. it is the frame ONLY). You need to add
accesories - please see the "accesories" tab to add ropes etc.
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SKU Options Available Colours
15720A02AA-3.0m 3.0m x 3.0m (10' x 10') N/A
15720A02AA-3.6m 3.6m x 3.6m (12' x 12') N/A
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